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A woman rises well before dawn and heads out into the darkness. She makes her 
way around the back of her house down towards the barn by the stream. There is a chill 
in the air that makes her shiver a bit. Dew clings to the ankle-deep grass and wets her 
boots with each step. She opens the door and from within the dark hallows there is a 
rustling followed by a deeply pitched, staccato snort. Her heart races as she approaches 
the stall. The animal raises its’ head in anticipation. Their eyes lock in mutual reverence.  
She smiles as the elegant beast nuzzles her with his head. There, lives and breaths, her 
passion. 
 A man waits on a hilltop over 300 miles from his home. He sits and stares at the 
night sky and the wonderful canopy of stars above his head. He has finished setting up 
his Celestron cpc 800 telescope with great care. It is his pride and joy this device that 
allows him a window into the universe. Now he waits for just the right moment to 
photograph this extraordinary event.  It begins like a symphony. The celestial beauty will 
swell and soar, but not immediately. It will transpire over minutes and then reach an 
apogee of pure perfection. A lunar eclipse unfolds, begging to be viewed and 
photographed in all its stark beauty. He would not miss this for the world!  
 A boy flings open the closet door of his hopelessly cluttered room. Out from 
which tumble an assortment of “snakes, snails and puppy dog tails”. He immediately 
dives deep into this pile of prepubescent archaeological wonder. He has found it! With 
heartfelt longing he pulls it directly to his chest in a long passionate embrace. But just as 
quickly, in one swift motion upwards he pushes it into his face and sniffs deeply. It is a 
blissful tactile and olfactory moment that produces a rush of serotonin like no other. All 
weather-beaten, it has a soft feel yet there is an underlying stiffness that adds 
confidence to its touch. He turns and reaches for the small tin can of oil and lovingly 
applies a small amount to the “pocket”. He then begins the ritual rub punctuated by 
pounding the newly oiled pocket with his fist shaping it just so. He sits on his bed, gazing 
at the sun-faded posters on his wall. Names rattle through his head. Williams, DiMaggio, 
Mantle, Mays, Jackson, Brett…. they all run together faster and faster as if they were 
legging out a double and then stretching it into a triple. The “Boys of Summer” are still 
weeks away and snow is lightly falling out his bedroom window. He sighs and continues 
to rub, then pound. Once again he pulls the glove to his face and smells deeply. 
Sublimely and with the deepest of passion he thinks, “I love this so.”  
 Passion is really what defines us all. Since the dawn of time humans have left 
remnants of what must have surely been be their passion. One could argue whether or 
not some of these examples are misguided passion, like a despot erecting monuments 
to Himself. This is true enough but our species has erected structures, left written 
thought, paintings, sculpture and great cities in our wake to attest to the passion that 
lies within: the passion that demands our attention and represents an externalization of 
the human soul.  

Passion to build, passion to paint, passion to erect, passion to sculpt, to write, to 
sing, to create music with metal, wood, string and sinew.  We leave our mark on the 



world with passion. We mostly fuel our soul with it. It can be as banal as passion for 
crossword puzzles or as lofty as finding a cure for cancer. It may seem to some 
mundane, like stamp collecting, or as thrilling as climbing the rock faces of the Yosemite 
Valley. 
 As a physician, and a self-proclaimed humanist, I firmly believe that a life without 
some sort of passion is hazardous to the owner. Drudgery, soullessness and monotony 
would seem to be the end result.  This cannot be good for overall mental health and 
must certainly create, or at the very least add to depression. How often have you heard 
about someone who was in a deep funk for whatever reason, but seemed to pull himself 
or herself out of it by totally immersing themselves in something? Travel, learning a new 
language, blogging, making pottery, taking cooking lessons, learning about wine, 
motorcycle touring, sailing, photography, etc. The list is really endless.  This, too me, is 
really “chicken soup for the soul”.  

Passion is to be found at the very epicenter of the human experience. It is a 
flame that needs to be fanned and made eternal. It drives us to be our very best and 
create wonders beyond our parents and our grandparents’ dreams.  Wireless radio, 
Apollo rockets, electric cars, personal computers, Andy Warhol’s Campbell Soup Can 
lithographs, the Walkman, intercontinental travel, the cellphone, the iPad, The Beatles 
album “Sgt. Pepper” (obviously a personal favorite), videotape, CD’s, DVD’s. BlueRay 
and Bluetooth. The list goes on endlessly. These are all surely the products of passion. 
Who knows what extraordinary things are yet to come: the luminous residue of this 
most human of traits. 

So you must ask yourself, where does my passion lie? Where is my escape? 
Where is that place that I go to find inner bliss? Perhaps I look through the lens of the 
person I am now: a middle-aged male who has spent the last 29 years of his life 
immersed in emergency medicine. In that time I believe I have passionately honed my 
craft. I spent my life pursuing a career in medicine, chose emergency medicine, and 
upon reaching this goal the next standard can only be perfection.  Passion has driven me 
to diligently improve and strive to become the very best emergency physician I can 
possibly be. It may sound trite but more importantly I really wanted to be a “healer”. 
This is a term that I define variably. I fully understand that I can neither “cure” nor 
correctly “diagnose” every patient I see. But if I can help “heal” them in some way, then 
I have adhered to my rasion d’etre as a physician.  While I have had some very down 
moments, I have also had my share of triumphs with patients.  Some as simple as the 
smile and thanks you get when you bring someone a cool sip of water. And others as 
dramatic as giving a patient procainamide, instead of the per-usual lidocaine, for a 
tachydysrhythmia that turned out to be WPW, and watching a near-dead 16 year old 
return to life.  

Along the way I have certainly had a number of passions. For many years my 
passion was my children. Anyone who is a parent understands this, and also 
understands that this passion will remain permanent. But as children grow, and move 
on into the world themselves, this passion takes on a different spin. A small void is left 
when there are no more parent-teacher nights, no more sports practice and games, no 
more sleepovers, and no more toys to step on. Instead I now have dinner and engaging 



conversation with young adults full of promise and hope. I converse with them about 
politics, religion and the meaning of life. Roles have become reversed and my children 
now often teach me. Passion can certainly change and morph into a something even 
more wonderful, as in the case of my offspring. This has taught me that it is not as 
simple as just continually fueling a singular passion. Rather one must look for passion in 
different places as you move through life.   

Just five years ago I found another passion. I have discovered my heritage, one 
that was only minimally acknowledged by my family while I was growing up.  At the 
tender age of 49 years, I first set foot on the land of my ancestors, Italy. Growing up the 
language was rarely spoken in my house, and really only two people could speak it with 
any fluency. They, the immigrants, chose to speak the language of their new country. 
This was the country that provided a better life for them. They essentially prejudiced the 
rest of us against the land they came from. Once my personal inertia was overcome, I 
finally made the trip there. Upon my first arrival I was immediately smitten. I was like 
the proverbial child in a great, big candy store. I fell in love with everything about it! The 
sites, the sounds, the smells, the food, the language, the towns and cities, the culture, 
and most importantly the people are all things of beauty and profound joy to me. I have 
set about the slow process of learning to speak the language. I listen to Italian music and 
study Italian cuisine. I have returned four more times since my initial visit. I can’t believe 
it took me this long to delve into the place where my DNA was originally woven.  

As I write these words the one thing that reverberates in my brain is the irony of 
it all. Quite simply that my own passion for Italy is fueled by the passion I find 
particularly in the people there: a real passion for passion, if you will. It is there I have 
met a carpenter who speaks of his craft like a maestro discussing a symphonic 
movement that always make him weep. I have befriended a butcher, whose passion for 
the abattoir arts is so great, that he has made himself an international sensation owing 
to an enormous personality and boundless zeal for his trade. I have spent an afternoon 
with an estate caretaker/gardener who spoke of his seemingly humdrum daily tasks 
with a reverence only matched by the most fervent religious zealot. This is what I love 
so much about Italians and the beautiful country in which they reside. The land itself is 
literally steeped in passion and all its’ byproducts. I look forward to my continuing love 
affair and personal passion for this magical place. 

And so I leave you with this thought: Find your own passion, whatever it may be, 
and you will indeed find fulfillment and inner peace. Also, always be able to recognize 
and revel in those who display passion themselves. It is down this path that you will 
achieve the loftiest of heights within the human experience. 
 
 


